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_Graduation
SPRING 2000
TQejgjians Music Hall
The end o f one stage in life, and the 
beginning o f another.
Commencement is a joyous time for  
graduates, families and friends, and 
also Daemen faculty and staff.
WM
Scenes on this page are from the Senior Week 
dinner cruise aboard the Niagara Clipper.
Senior Week
"1 /SPRING 2000
Letjfcefun begin!
Exams are over now, and the books 
are closed. It's hard to believe our 
undergraduate trials and 
tribulations are now behind us. 
New challenges lie ahead, but this 
week we look back and celebrate all 
that we have accomplished over the 
past few  years. Enjoy this week.
You've earned it.
Scenes from the senior picnic, 
and the Senior Week Kick-Off Party
The Baccalaureate Ceremony & Reception are 
always one of the highlights of Senior Week
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18 East (the dorm - band) also performed at 
Springiest, after debuting earlier in the year 
at Daemen's Open Mike Night.
Springiest
SPRING 2000
umilSee Spot Run 
; ' ' - - :
The penultimate weekend o f each 
academic year brings the annual 
Springfest picnic celebration. 
This year Springfest featured the 
Toronto band See Spot Run, 
an inflatable laser tag arena, golf, 
football, and soccer skill shot games, 
a dunk tank, face painting and o f  
course, a campus picnic lunch.
Students boogie to the music on Daemen's 
front lawn.
7
Community 
Service ~^ >
/SPRING 2000
Akigpas Reception
Community Service is a part o f the 
mission o f Daemen College. 
This annual awards ceremony 
recognizes the outstanding 
contributions that Daemen College 
students make to the community.
Dr. Joseph Sankoh, Director of Community 
Service at Daemen College receives an award 
from Psi Xi Omicron sorority.
Guest speakers, plentiful refreshments, and 
many, many awards fill the evening.
Student organizations weigh in with their 
donations on a large scale provided by 
Daemen Dining Service.
When the weighing is finished, the food is 
loaded into the Daemen van and pickup 
truck for delivery to the food bank.
ftood-For-AII ^
SPRING 2000
Cbtyj/etitive Caring
The Student Activities Office and 
Community Service Office team up 
to organize this competition between 
student organizations and campus 
residence halls. In the end, several 
tons o f food gets donated to the 
Food Bank o f Western New york.
9
One popular feature at the event was a game 
that asked you to match famous people with 
what their major was in college.
Academic 
Career Expo
SPR ING 2000
Beqcl/Party
This Career Development Office 
event allowed students to 
investigate career options and how 
they related to different majors. 
This first o f its kind event at 
Daemen presented itself with a fun  
filled heach party theme.
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Career Day ~f>
1  /SPRING 2000
P r e y in g  fo r the real world
The Career Day job fair is an 
annual event that brings employers 
with career information and job 
opportunities together with Daemen 
students. Each fall a special 
Health Related Career Day is held 
specifically for students in those 
disciplines.
Employer booths were set up in 
Wick Center Social Room.
The Career Development Office.
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Airband ^
S P R IN G  2000
BusJJrip Weekend
One ofDaemen's longest standing 
student activities traditions is the 
annual (often semesterly) 
Airband competition.
This year, SPTA took over running 
the event and with their unified 
support the event turned out to be a 
resounding success.
Airband has evolved from a simple 
lip-synching competition to now include 
choreographed dance numbers as well as 
stand-up comedy routines.
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Apollo Night is a talent/variety show where 
Daemen students and guests get to perform 
for both fun and prizes.
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Open House
SPR IN G  2000
BitsJrip Weekend
Visiting high school students spend 
the weekend in the spring during 
Open House Weekend. Pictured on 
these two pages are scenes from the 
student life fair, bouncy boxing 
match, and the very popular 
Apollo Night.
The inflatable boxing ring was set up inside 
Wick Dining Room.
Students gather to watch a video of the Step 
Team performing.
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Coffeehouse
S P R IN G  2000
Ckygdccino anyone?
Daemen coffeehouses feature local 
entertainment, coffee, cappuccino, 
and "Daemen cookies".
(Daemen Dining Service makes 
great cookies!) Whether it's a study 
break on a Saturday night, or some 
casual fun before a night out, 
coffeehouses feature something for  
everyone.
Pictured on this page are coffeehouses 
featuring the Eclectic Theater Company, 
Andy Mac, and the band Johny Vegas.
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Open Mike
SPR ING 2000% #
Smujcasing Daemen talent
Daemen's first Open Mike night 
was a successful start to a 
semesterly tradition.
(pictured at top of page)
First place winners 18 East debuted on 
campus at this Open Mike.
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Etiquette
Luncheon
SPRING 2000
Dbttyslurp your soup!
Wow\ what a workshop!
A full-service luncheon with a guest 
speaker who knows what to do with 
that pesky little fork.
Womens Ways 
d o p in g
SPR IN G  2000
H&rjdyle of leadership
An annual event bringing Daemen 
students together with successful 
women in the community.
_________________ __
Wellness Fair
SPRING 2000
LmiiJg Healthy
Daemen College has had a number 
o f Wellness Fairs over the years, but 
this was the first planned mid-day, 
during the middle o f the week. 
The fair was intended to feature 
health and wellness booths that 
would be o f interest to both students 
and the staff o f Daemen College.
Participants in the fair included local 
community agencies, and several of 
Daemen's health care related departments.
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The Book Fair was set up in Wick Lobby, 
where sales continued for so long that the 
company extended their stay till the early 
evening hours.
Bodk Fair ^
S P R IN G  2000
Fozjj/e love of reading
Daemen College invited the 
company Books Are Fun to campus 
to offer books o f a non-academic 
nature to students at discounted 
prices. Sales o f books far exceeded 
the company's expectations, proving 
that college students really do love 
to read.
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píem e Meals
t  /SPRING 2000
Whgjysfor dinner?
Once a month, Daemen Dining 
Service and the Student Activities 
Office cook up something special for  
dinner time. A special menu and 
live entertainment help to break up 
the routine o f a cafeteria dinner.
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Musician David Kane at the piano, 
Monika Vasey on harp, 
and our favortie DJ's from EVENTS.
Chris Moore sings a song giving entertainer 
Rich Manzell a break, an Elvis impersonator 
does the twist, and Simone Spann joins in on 
the hula hoop.
i /SPRING 2000
Winierfest activities
Homecoming Weekend was held the 
last weekend o f January. Events 
included a snow sculpture contest, 
horse drawn hayrides, 
intercollegiate basketball games, 
and a sneaker ball.
TGIF Parties
S P R IN G  2000
GbQcjJ^ uck Warriors
As the Daemen Warriors basketball 
team climbed to the top o f the 
regional charts and made their way 
into the national tournament, the 
college and Psi Xi Omicron sorority 
bid the team congratulations and 
best wishes at a TGIF Party where 
the team was the guest o f honor.
Coach Don Silveri addresses the crowd.
Psi Xi Omicron was host to the TGIF Party 
where the basketball team was honored.
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Guttural 
Food Festival
T /SPRING 2000
Exqtjé Eats
The Multi-Cultural Association is 
host to this annual event, which in 
its essence is a multi-cultural pot 
luck dinner. As most persons are 
aware, food and college students go 
very well together, so its no surprise 
that this is a popular event.
Students, faculty, and staff all work together 
in the preparation and presentation of the 
various cultural dishes.
26
I SPRIh 5 2 00
UHjfcJohat’s changing.
These students gathered the trees in wick 
lobby for a "virtual" woodside meeting.
Wick Center
Lounging space for students to 
hangout between classes, read, 
study, or meet with friends had been 
the topic o f many discussions on 
campus. The college expanded the 
lounge in the Patio o f Duns Scotus, 
and created a little lounge in the 
lobby o f Wick Center. These small 
changes were well received by the 
campus, and a prelude to plans to 
renovate Wick Center snackbar.
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Bachelor
Ó id p ff
SPR IN G  2000
Bodmorettes too!
One o f the students'favorite annual 
events, run by Resident Council. 
Each year a local charity is selected 
to whom all the proceeds from the 
event are donated. This year over 
fifteen hundred dollars was raised 
and donated to Viva La Casa.
Steve and Amanda
(right, top to bottom) 
One dorm of guys begins to show their stuff, 
The same guys show us a little more, 
The ladies show their appreciation.
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Resident Council staffs the cashiers table
(left, top to bottom)
Marco does the announcing, 
Marco on the floor,
Amy pays for a winning bid.
Students went from a deep, deep sleep, 
into a wild celebration in the blink of an eye.
SPRING 2000
imjijton Jeffreys
Always an amazing show! 
Hypnotist, Ron Jeffreys returned to 
Daemen in January to welcome 
students back to campus with 
another trip into the mysterious 
realm o f the subconscious.
Ron Jeffreys leads Dane physically and 
mentally through a hypnotic world.
Dave Markham transformed into a Marine 
drill sergeant.
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Senior Class President, Sarah Cameron
Rajitha Abraham 
physical therapy
Timothy Anderson 
physical therapy
Laura Bauer
special education
Norman Bemis III
art - illustration
Amanda Bernardine 
social work
Diane Billups 
nursing
Kisha Blythe 
education
Heidi Boerman 
physician assistant
Morgan Bonney 
special education
Steven Bragan 
physical therapy
Stacy Brandli 
physical therapy
Sarah Brayman 
psychology
Jennifer Bums 
nursing
Mary Bushey 
physical therapy
Sarah Bystrak 
psychology
Marco Caiazza 
physical therapy
Sarah Cameron 
special education
Frank Campanella 
graphic design
Courtney Carmichael 
physical therapy
Annemarie Catalano 
social work
Amanda Chauncey
physician assistant
Janell Clark
art - illustration
Paula Conley
physical therapy
Jessica Conlon
psychology
Deborrah Corkins
business administration
Christy Corrigan
physical therapy
Sean Coyle
physical therapy
Jennifer Cudzil
physical therapy
Daniel Curtis
physical therapy
Karen Cushing
special education
Alicia Dare
physical therapy
Nicole Davis
education
Jonathon Dean
physical therapy
Stacy Defazio
physical therapy
Dane Dicesare
english
Shanti DiCiurcio
Spanish
Kimberly Dluhy
health systems management
Nathan Dolce
grapic design
Amy Duerr
physical therapy
Robert Eckis Jr.
humanities
Vanessa Ellsworth
physical therapy
Heather Eisenberger
physical therapy
Margo Emery
physical therapy
Patricia Erich
physical therapy
Christine Forbes
physical therapy
Sarah Fredericks
physical therapy
Heather Fulmer
special education
Kelly Funk
physical therapy
Jenel Gammiero
physical therapy
Daniel Gecewicz
physical therapy
Tracey Gifford
physical therapy
Benjamin Gonyea
accounting
Jocelyn Gramza
physical therapy
Kristen Grant
physician assistant
Sean Griech
physical therapy
Keri Gronwall
physical therapy
Melanie Hapeman
education
Kacie Henry
biology
Christine Hill
physical therapy
Rebecca Hoch
social work
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Colleen Holian
physical therapy
Krista Holler
graphic design
Christine Houck
physical therapy
Floyd Howell
physical therapy
Catriona Humphrey
physical therapy
Elann Johnston
physical therapy
Anthony Jones
business administration
Eder Joseph
special education
Jeffrey Kaplan
physical therapy
Joelle Karch
biology
Karen Kaus
physical therapy
Rebecca Kaus
nursing
Rosemary Kelley
physician assistant
Melissa Kennedy
english
Dorothea Kerling
special education
Megan Kerr
business administration
Tracey Kish
biology
Robert Kordylewski
physical therapy
Melissa Krawczyk
special education
Richard Krecisz
physical therapy
Abigail Krieger
education
Amy Kron
physical therapy
Randall Kushner
physical therapy
Stephanie Laface
physical therapy
Jennifer Lambrecht
physical therapy
Melissa Laun
special education
Jason Leite
english
Amy Levandowski
special education
Andrew Lisitsky
physical therapy
Cherlyn Loffredo
physical therapy
Jeffrey Macbay
physical therapy
Cora Maglaya
physical therapy
Matthew Mancini
physical therapy
Randi Manner
psychology
Nancy Marzolf
nursing
David Markham
physical therapy
Amanda Marshall
physical therapy
Melissa Maurer
physical therapy
Kathleen Mayfield II
business administration
Paul McClemens
Art
Elga Mighty
special education
Brett Miller
art
Allison Minnock
physical therapy
Amy Munro
physician assistant
Heather O’Connor
graphic design
Patricia Olenick
physical therapy
Ancy Olipattu
physical therapy
Casey Olsen
physician assistant
Sarah Orchard
physical therapy
Angel Panowicz
physical therapy
Priti Patel
physical therapy
Rushina Patel
physical therapy
Sunita Patel
physical therapy
Jason Peck
physical therapy
Patrick Perretta |
physical therapy
Jennifer Peters
special education
Erik Peterson
physical therapy
Jon Pokomy
education
Amanda Poreda
graphic design
Aviva Potocnik
physical therapy
Gregory Powers
physical therapy
Mylinh Quan
physician assistant
Rebecca Ratajczak
graphic design
Bryan Reed
physical therapy
Laura Ridge 
physician assistant
Kristen Riley 
physician assistant
Nicholas Risch
physical therapy
Erin Rizun
business administration
Amy Schranz
graphic design
Beth Seilberger
english
Dina Shah
physical therapy
Jaimin Shah
physical therapy
Jennifer Rizzo 
graphic design
Mark Rotella 
physical therapy
Judy Rozbicki 
graphic design
Erin Shelton 
physical therapy
Brenda Shockley 
business administration
Beth Short 
physical therapy
Kari Shriver
psychology
Takaomi Saito 
travel & tourism
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Kevin Silverman
physical therapy
Joseph Simon
physical therapy
Courtney Smith
physical therapy
Heather Smith
physical therapy
Michael Smith
physical therapy
Sereta Smith
humanities
Brian Solecki
physical therapy
Jennifer Spike
business adminstration
James Stapleton
gaphic design
Anthony Stockinger
travel & tourism
Michael Stockinger Jr
business adminstration
Julia Szafranski
physician assistant
Megan Tansey
physical therapy
James Tempest
physical therapy
Kathleen Texido
psychology
Dawn Marie Thomas
special education
Michael Torpey 
physical therapy
Joseph Trambulo 
physical therapy
Thomas Tupper 
physical therapy
Nicole Utzig
special education
Danielle Valenti
physical therapy
Ryan VanDusen
physical therapy
Barbara VanSlyke
physical therapy
Craig Wassinger
physical therapy
Anna Weber
physical therapy
Eric Weisz
health systems management
Adonis Welch
business administration
Lisa White
psychology
Gwen Whitehead
physician assistant
Stacy Wickham
english
Karra Wiglusz
psychology
Adriane Williams
humanities
Danise Williams
business administration
Kelly Williams
physical therapy
Matthew Williams
physical therapy
Angela Witkop
accounting
Amber Wood
special education
Dana Wuenstel
physical therapy
Kristin Wukovits
special education
Hallie Zeleznik
physical therapy
Amanda Zimmerman 
physical therapy
Lori Zito 
physical therapy
Congratulations
Seniors!
1
Senior PT Girls Intramual Football Team - Spring 2000
"Team Estrogen "
(L to R) Dana Wuenstel, Keri Gronwall, Trida Erich, Elann Johnson, Kristy Corrigan, Rajitha Abraham, 
Alicia Dare, Stacy DeFazio, Barb VanSlyke, Paula Conley, Missy Maurer
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Martin J. Anisman 
PRESIDENT
Irene Fergus, Secretary to the President, 
Martin J. Anisman,
Barbara Lion, Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Edwin G. Clausen 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, and Dean of the 
College
Francis A. Balcerzak 
Vice President 
for Business Affairs, 
and Treasurer
David Cristantello 
Vice President 
for External Relations
Maria P. Dillard 
Dean of
Enrollment Management
Kathleen C. Boone 
Associate Dean of the 
College
Robert C. Beiswanger 
Controller and 
Assistant Treasurer
Academic
Advisement
(L to R) David Skolen, John Tigue, 
Robert Johnson III, Carole Nunes
Académie 
Computing Services
(L to R) Aaron Amendolia, Chris Wilson, 
Rosemary Holmstrom, Joel Fenger, 
Darrel Moore
Admissions (staff)
(L to R) Barbara Kuehn,
Mary Jane Wesoloski, Adrian White, 
Frank Scrivano, Kelly Monkelbaan, 
Susan Thomas
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Admissions (counselors)
(L to R) Dan Dunn, Cecil Foster, 
Linda Perl, Patty Rockwood, 
Kim Pagano, Mary Friel
Bookstore
(L to R) Willie Jemison, Kathleen Adle, 
Mary Ann Wronski
CO-OP and 
Career Devlopment
(seated) Maureen Pernick, 
Eileen Abbatoy; 
(standing) Regina Rexford
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Community Service
(L to R) Janice Solecki, Joseph Sankoh
Conference I
(L to R) Brenda Rosen, Margene Weiss
External Relations
(L to R) Anne Calabrese, Michael Andrei, < 
Jill Buczak, Desales Hattenberger
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Financial Aid
Food Service
HEOP
rei, (L to R) Hope Cranford, Christine James,
Lorraine Floyd
(L to R) Amanda Wirth, Julie Sternick, 
Michele Gatza, Sandra Celli, 
Jeffrey Pagano
(row 1) Liz Sanfilippo,
Elizabeth Burgoyne, Babette Young, 
Vonda Moore; (row 2) Helen Bahanovich, 
John Jordan, Donald Vanderwoude, 
Donald Marien, Peter King, Peter Greco, 
Denise Snyder
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HEOP
Learning Center
(L to R) Maryjane Morgan, 
Carol McPhillips
Information
Resources
Management
(L to R) Brian Wilkins, Timothy Carter
r,
i  ? i  « S t e f  f
Instructional S 1 
Technology Services (
(L to R) James Bachraty, Gregory Staples, ,
Robert Cianciosa, Jason Taber
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Liberty Partnership
(L to R) Adriane Williams, 
Monique Davis, Marisol Moya-Salomon
Maintenance (day crew)
Top to Bottom:
(row 1) Debbie Cultrara,
Norma Tanevich, Mary Whyte,
Skip Sweitzer, Chuck Booker,
Connie Burgess;
(row 2) Elaine Lawrence,
Henry Hartwick, Sue Heater;
(row 3) Kevin Skibinski, Frank Terrose, 
(row 4) Jimmie Pierce, Maddi Payne; 
(row 5) Shirley Marsh, Peter Jellinick
Maintenance (night crew)
(row 1) Cherie Ann Oleksy, Diane Oleksy,
Marty Ratkowski; 
(row 2) Ernest Robinson, Mario Soto; 
(row 3) Belinda Milewski, Karen Herman, 
Anne Gorlewski, Helen House
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Marian Library
(L to R) Randolph Chojecki, 
Florence Kazinski, Glenn Woike, 
Margaret DeLuca, Dorothy Lutgen, 
Francis Carey, Gary Frank
■
Print Shop
(L to R) Christopher Swiston, 
Thomas Miller, Russel Leising
Publications
(L to R) Elise Wright, Michael Morgan, !' 
Joyce Strobel
i
s
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Purchasing and 
Central Services
(L to R) Dennis Powers, 
Gwendolyn Walker, Gene Calandrelli, 
Gertrude Costello
Registrar
(seated) Paulette Anzelone, Registrar; 
(L to R) Theresa Joyce,
Carol Klingenmeier, Kim Retry, 
Deborah Guzinski, Rimma Nisnevich, 
Kathleen Lavin (partially hidden), 
Sheryl Brooks
Student Accounts
(L to R) Anna Ogorek, 
Sylvia Muhr (partially hidden), 
Marcy Moore, Pam Neumann, 
Melanie Carbonetti, Marsha Hallen, 
Robert Beiswanger, Juleen Payne, 
Phyllis Krathaus, Lindsay Wolfe
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Student Affairs
(row 1) Cassandra Salter-Smith, 
Don Silveri, Marsha Jackson,
Don DelBello;
(row 2) Chris Malik, Susan Girard, 
Maria Brickhouse, Larry Wright, 
Nancy Book, Marlene Erickson, 
Dave Skolen
Summerfare
Joann Duke, Randall Kramer
Rose Ann Breau 
Secretary to the 
Vice President fo r  
Academic Affairs
Rosa Spas 
Secretary to the 
Associate Dean of 
the College
Millie Priester, Pam Davison, and Sue Girare
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Till Buczak with baby Grace.
Snapshots o f life 
outside the office.
Frank Carey playing guitar
Arthur Hyde, Chris Malik, and Marlene 
Erickson at an African benefit dinner
55
Kathy Boone eyes the cue ball.
— Academia 
Departments
Robert Johnson and Brenda Young, Pentacamp State Park, Florida
English
(L to R) Peter Siedlecki, Gayle Nason, 
Nancy Marck, Shirley Peterson, 
Robert Morace, John Masterson
Business & 
Commerce
(L to R) Sharlene Buszka,
William DiPietro, Linda Kuechler, 
Brian Lynch, Richard Sandbothe, 
Daniel Tschopp
Education
(row 1) Mary Fox, Dianne McCarthy 
Lynn Shanahan; 
(row 2) Edward McMahon, 
Patrick Hartwick, Susan McClary
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Fine Arts
(L to R) Joseph Kukella, Kevin Kegler, 
Dennis Barraclough, James Allen
Music
Chester Mais
Foreign Language
(L to R) Denise Mills, Kevin Telford
a
History & 
Government
(seated) J. Edward Cuddy, Andrew Wise; 
(standing) William Predmore,
Lisa Parshall, Joseph Sankoh,
Timothy Dzierba
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Humanities, 
Philosophy, and 
Religious Studies
(L to R) Shawn Kelley, James Moran, 
Charles Sahatino
Mathematics
(L to R) Norollah Talebi,
Natalie Ayamben, Intisar Hibschweiler
Medical Technology
(L to R) Virginia Kotlarz, Lorraine Stahl
59
iNatural Sciences ]
(row 1) Cynthia Russell,
C. David Jaynes, Brenda Young,
Robert Gunther, Abu Zafar Ismail;
(row 2) John Rowe, Doug Kalinowski, 
Kristen Fries, Richard Foss,
Laura Edsberg, Thomas Maass,
Kathleen Murphy, Alex Pleshkewych
Nursing
(row 1) Lynda Cessario, 
Cheryl Laskowski; 
(row 2) Mary Lou Rusin, Zena Hyman, 
Marcia Boehmke, Deborah Wydysh
Physical Therapy
(row 1) Laurie Walsh, Theresa Kolodziej, 
Joan Gunther;
(row 2) Margaret Mazzone,
Mary Rose Franjoine;
(row 3) Michael Brogan, Sharon Held, 
Gregory Ford, Keith Taylor,
Juli Wylegala, Richard Johnston
60
Physician Assistant
(L to R) Gregg Shutts, Rose Moyer, 
Gary Styn, Paul Jacques
Psychology
(L to R) Richard Cimbalo, Denise Emer, 
Ellen Banks
Social Work
(L to R) Renee Daniel, George Siefert,
Karen Little *
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ROSTER: Dan Gecewicz, Alex Heinrich, Matt Moylan, 
Adam Hedges, Ken Hawley, Jeff Majchrzak, Bryan Mika
MEN’S GOLF
mmm
ROSTER: #1 Adina Doeing, #2 Sarah Wagner, #3 Mary Keesler, #4 Laura Bauer,
#5 Melissa Laun, #6 Jamie Van Horn, #7 Erin Holahan, #8 Amie Wall, #10 Missy Krawczyk, 
#11 Erin Rizun, #12 Chrissy Houck, #13 Tristan Seibert, #14 Katie Schrantz, #15 Randi Kiel; 
Head Coach: Sally Kus, Assistant Coach: Jessica Anderson
ROSTER: Karen Cushing, Kimberly Hitchcock, Maribeth Saccone, Nicole Shermet, 
Jacquie Butler, Katie Martin, Joanne Walter, Josh Schroeder, Daniel Schaus, Kevin Ryan, 
Ray Graf, Kevin Lange, Brian Keenan, Stephen Hart, Daniel Maritato, Scott Tanski, 
Monty Montgomery
63
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WOMEN’S
SOCCER
ROSTER: #1 Natalie Dumas, #2 Erin Bauer, 
#3 Melissa Barnhard, #4 Ashly Lawton, 
#5 Crystal DeRosa, #7 Nicole Strife, 
#8 Lindsay Smith, #9 Lynsey Miller, 
#10 Kate Bryant, #11 Diana Brusseau, 
#12 Marcy Gambino, #13 Vickie Love, 
#15 Melissa Martin, #16 Megan Christy, 
#17 Holly Betti, #19 Ann Marie Turner;
Coach: Mike DiNunzio
ROSTER: #0 Craig Wassinger, #2 Joe Baco, #3 Brian Ellis, #4 Marty Lange, I
#5 Randolph Curry, #6 Mike Torpey, #7 Stephen Charlebois, #8 Christian McCann, *
#9 Jared Williams, #10 Claudio Messa, #11 Nathan Dolce, #13 Eder Joseph, *
#15 Benjamin Robinson, #17 Jeff Sommer, #18 Timothy Glinski, #19 Ryan McCaffery, *
#21 Luke Stotz, #22 Aaron Turner; Coach: Richard Pikuzinski i
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ROSTER: #1 Adrienne Welka, #3 Renae Hartmans, #5 Crystal DeRosa, #11 Monica Mihalics, 
I  #20 Megan Stephan, #21 Holly Betti, #22 Erin Howarth, #23 Hollie Speroni,
#24 Laura Bonnell, #32 Jennifer Bonilla, #34 Anna Weber, #51 Adrienne Dykeman,
I  #55 Karri Borst;
Head Coach: Dave Skolen, Assistant Coaches: Rebecca McKerchie, and Deanna Celej
ROSTER: #10 Mark Rouse, #13 Marty Lange, #15 Brian Keenan, #21 Kevin Ryan,
#22 Tony Jones, #24 Monty Montgomery, #25 Jim Connelly, #32 Aaron Turner,
#33 Jeff Fontaine, #34 Tim Musielak, #35 Reggie Hokes, #41 Justin Maly, #42 Kevin Lange, 
#45 Nate Jones, #54 Adrian Baugh, #55 Garyce Hervey;
Head Coach: Don Silveri, Assistant Coach: Shaun Ryan
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Summer TVS Leaders
Student Association
(row 1) Erin Stanley, Joelle Schelhaus,
Jamie Treantis; 
(row 2) Sarah Cameron, Derek Bigelow, 
Darcy Smith, Matt Hitchcock, 
Stephanie Williams
Resident Council
(dude in front) Alexander Heinrich; 
(row 1) Jen Martin, Kflh’e McNamara, 
JoeZ/e Schelhaus, Nancy Rumble;
(row 2) Tia Pedretti, Michelle Tucker, 
Michael Patane, Nicholas Gentile, 
Shehzadali Ismaily, Laura Witt,
Sara Wolf
Peer Mentors
(row 1) Christine Houck, Michelle Smith, 
Ashima Narayan, Stacy DePazio, 
Angela Hillis, Erin Holahan;
(row 2) Allison Powell, 
Ridhima Narayan, Sitel Patel, 
Angelica Horvath, Brandi Harris; 
(row 3) Priti Patel, Shannon Radder, 
Nancy Rumble, Nicole Didas, 
Laurie Argauer, Erin Rizun
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Delta Phi Mu
(row 1) Sarah Brayman, Jen Hampton, 
Dionne Reed;
(row 2) Lindy Rodriguez, Katie Robbins, 
Nicole Battaglia, Jessica Treantis, 
Michelle Szykowny;
(row 3) Jamie Treantis, Cindy Lehmann, 
Amy Czyz, Jen Graf, Janell Clark;
(row 4) Jen Rizzo, Amanda Staniszewski, 
Shannon Radder, Brenda Shockley; 
(camera shy) Renee Burgess, Joelle Karch, 
Kat Texido, Karema Mack, Megan Ryan
Lambda Chi Iota
(row 1) Laura Pasker, Jessica Clarkson, 
Mary Parker, Andrea Kurtzworth; 
(row 2) Andrea Pearson, Molly Theal, 
Nancy Rumble, Gail Pevytoe; 
(row 3) Stacey Gundy, Priti Patel, 
Molly Bentley, Sofia Safonova
Phi Beta Gamma
(row 1) Mike Faulkner, Matt Hitchcock, 
Joshua Siemens, Brandon Coburn;
(row 2) Scott Wilbert, Adam Miller, 
Don Koch, Matt Corp;
(row 3) Rob McKeehan, Rob Obenrader, 
Matthew Bronstein, Patrick Terry
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Psi Xi Omicron
(row 1) Erica Meierdiercks, 
Pamela Kowles, Mary O'Donnell, 
Esther Baker; 
(row 2) Jackie Barnes, Julie Hyman, 
Erin Stanley; 
(row 3) Michelle Bailey
Sigma Omega Chi
(row 1) Karen Moronski,
Kristen Copeland, Christina Cardarelli; 
(row 2) Krista Beaver,
Adrienne Dykeman, Marie Smith, 
Heather Bak;
(row 3) Sarah Cameron, Yasminda Pryor, 
Claire Whitten, Morgan Bonney
Step Team
(row 1) Manie Chery, Gaelle Sampeur, 
Samantha Clerge, Yasminda Pryor; 
(row 2) Christina Cardarelli, 
Claire Whitten, Dane DiCesare, 
Tiffany Ponville, Nelis James; 
(row 3) Simone Spann, 
Amanda Bernardine
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Business Club
(row 1) Gaelle Sampeur,
Tori Geisenheimer, Alexander Heinrich; 
(row 2) Sara Wolf, Jennifer Spike, 
Kimberly Dluhy, Melody Manwaring
English Club
(row 1) Nicholas Gentile, Beth Seilberger, 
Melissa Kennedy, Michelle Smith, 
Joelle Schelhaus; 
(row 2) Shehzadali Ismaily, Darcy Smith, 
Eric Slate, Laura Witt
Physician Assistant 
Student Society
(L to R) Jen Weaver, Pieter Van Horn, 
Stephanie Borst
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Psychology Club
(row 1) Randi Manner, Claire Whitten, 
Cyndi Spiess, Amanda Bishop; 
(row 2) Dr. Denise Emer, Katie Johnson
Aero“♦Î998
Social Work 
Alliance
(row 1) Meredith Webb, Brandi Scioli, 
Jen Roberto, Heather Summers;
(row 2) Christine Oldfield,
Heather Scanlon, Julie Kujawa,
Leslie Brandes, Michelle Bailey
Student Physical 
Therapy Association
(row 1) Floyd Howell, Kelly Funk, 
Stephanie LaFace, Dave Markham, 
Colleen Holian
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Tri-Beta
(row 1) Kelly Black, Tracey Kish, 
Sarah Piatko; (row 2) Shannon Huhertus, 
Tanya Heppehamer, Scott Tanski; 
(row 3) Geoffrey Abraskin
Lacrosse Club
(L to R) Geoffrey Abraskin, 
Stephen Charlebois
Resident Assistants
(dude in front) Mike Liougas; 
(row 1) Gaelle Sampeur, Jennifer Katz, 
Victoria Geisenheimer, Kristy Fortune, 
Dawn Higgins, Qinones McFarland; 
(row 2) Linda Louis, Elga Mighty, 
Kisha Blythe, Alexander Heinrich, 
Randy Cenedella, Amanda Bishop, 
Janell Clark, Sarah Zaluski; 
(row 3) Elease Lidge, Tim Fisher, 
Jennifer Spike, Maribeth Saccone, 
Marie Smith, Karen Cushing, 
Paul McClemens; 
(dude in back) Steve Bragan
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Activities Fair
I r  F A L L  2000
Student clubs on display
During Orientation Weekend, on 
the day returning students come 
back to campus, is the annual 
Student Activities Fair. Many of 
our student clubs and organizations 
set up an informational table to 
greet and welcome our new students 
to campus and let them know a little 
about their individual clubs.
Iyanna sits at the SOCA table.
The greek organizations generally have the 
greatest representation on this first day back 
to campus.
/A
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SUMMER 2000
PrezPrientation
TVS is Daemen College's two day 
summer orientation and placement 
testing program. It is a chance to 
meet academic advisors, find  
appropriate classes, discover a little 
about campus life, and maybe even 
meet your future roommate.
One key to success of TVS are the student 
leaders who help run the program.
Soon after students arrive, they're meeting 
new people and making friends in a variety 
of ice-breaker activities.
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New students line up behind Wick Center to 
make their own tie-dye t-shirts.
Trip tickets on sale at Wick Desk.
/ '" " N  !
FALL 2000
Vfelgfme back tò campus
Unpack the car, fix-up the room, 
re-take certain placement tests, and 
join in on numerous welcome back 
activities. Fall orientation is really 
an extension o f the summer TVS 
program, getting you ready to begin 
your first day o f classes.
Orientation Leaders help with activities.
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Convocation
FALL 2000
ASqejd tradition
To end Orientation Weekend and 
ceremoniously begin the new year, 
Daemen College began a new 
campus tradition this year by 
introducing Convocation 2000. 
This program for the entire campus 
featured a gift to all new students, 
and a picnic lunch for  all.
Darcy Smith, interim President of the Student 
Association, addressed the crowd.
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Faculty and staff participated in full 
academic attire.
Welcome Week
FALL 2000
FCKtj/ose new & returning
Welcome week is an extension of 
Orientation Weekend with a host of 
featured activities during the week, 
including: an outdoor movie, the 
Convocation picnic, mentalist 
Robert Channing, ice cream social, 
a commuter coffee chat, a karaoke 
coffeehouse, and more!
It's not plain -- it's vanilla!
Mentalist Robert Channing does a teaser to 
his performance, during dinner in Wick.
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Falsest
\ J FALL 2000
CH&rateoutdoors
The second weekend o f school 
welcomes Fallfest weekend. It's a 
chance to enjoy the lingering nice 
weather with an outdoor picnic, a 
live band, and various fun and 
games. This year featured music by 
Red Light District, and Daemen's 
own Dorm 18 east.
AJ of 18 East wails on guitar.
Annually, a regular part of Daemen's Fallfest 
is caricaturist Walt Schoonmaker.
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Between events, students socialize and snack 
on refreshments.
Over one hundred wooden pallets were 
burned in the fire.
As soon as the bonfire is lit, all eyes are 
drawn to it.
r  \ _________
¡portfire
F A LL  2000
V lVmurfing up the campus
The night before the Fallfest picnic 
has become the traditional time for  
our campus bonfire. This year, 
preceding the event, the Community 
Service Office held their annual 
Homeless Awareness Night event.
(far left) Joe Sankoh and Reverend Calandra. 
(near left) Entertainer Geoff Hewitt.
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Students compete in ten minute intervals.
I T ~  F A LL  2000
foKtjje Blind Association
Lambda Chi Iota is host to this 
annual event. Daemen's student 
organizations compete for  fun and 
prizes. Proceeds from the event go 
to benefit the Blind Association o f  
Western New York.
x  - m m
Bike-A-Thon
Daemen DJ Lawrence Nwosu.
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Karaoke was held for a coffeehouse, a TGIF 
party and for the snackbar opening party.
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Karaoke
FALL 2000
It\oUabout attitude
Ritte Cr««« ö.ib fi n„n «.
««ffalo Bill»
*"«»!»» Hi <u>i,Buffalo 
Buffo I«» |^ ,fce 
SohrrK
You don't /zfloo to fro a great singer 
to have fun with Karaoke, as anyone 
who attends a Karaoke event at 
Daemen will attest to.
It's more about having an attitude 
that says, hey this is fun, and that's 
good enough for me.
*** »«¿23!
9FALL 2000
Baseball celebration
Daemen College ceremoniously 
begins its intercollegiate basketball 
season with a late night scrimmage 
event that features its basketball 
teams, the cheerleaders, our step 
dancers, along with various contests 
and prizes, a D] and music, and a 
post game pizza and wings party.
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1 J ~  FALL 2000
Ahmmi & family weekends
Dave Binder, a musical tradition at Daemen.
Daemen combined its traditional 
alumni weekend and its family 
weekend events into one larger 
event billed as Homecoming. 
Features included: an entertainment 
brunch, Musicalfare theater 
performance, car decorating contest, 
outstanding alumni reception, 
poetry reading, soccer games, and a 
concert by Dave Binder.
Sigma Omega Chi demonstrated their school 
spirit with their "Under the Sea" theme 
decorated car.
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Dr. Telford (seated at right on the couch) was 
the faculty representative on the judges panel.
This student greeted the judges with trick-or- 
treat candies -- extra credit!
F A LL  2000
Htillpween spirits
Resident Council organizes this 
contest between the residence halls. 
Decorations, living characters, 
spooky lighting and music, all 
contribute to the fiendish fun. 
Canavan 5 took first place. 
Dorm 76 took second.
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Open Mike )
FALL 2000
Ejyzg&ng hidden talent
There is nothing like the lure o f cash 
prizes to entice students to share 
some o f their private passions. 
Open Mike night features classical 
flute players, joke tellers, budding 
composers, poets, and more. Beyond 
the financial enticement, Open Mike 
is a fun evening for both the 
spectators and the participants.
Various piano stylings were also featured by 
several participants in this fall's 
Open Mike evening.
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Etiquette
Luncheon
FALL 2000
Dtmychomp your chicken!
A repeat o f the fu ll service luncheon 
program held in the spring, the 
Etiquette Luncheon is at the same 
time fun, informative, and delicious! 
Peter Liberti,food service specialist 
for Alterra Health Systems, was the 
guest speaker at the workshop.
Peter Liberti receives a thank you gift from 
the CO-OP and Career Development Office.
Students listen while they are served the 
various courses of the meal.
v,<
Wellness Fair
FALL 2000
Fe4 ii*g Good
Continuing the success o f the 
wellness fair held in the spring, 
Daemen held a similar fair in fall, 
coordinating the timing o f this 
event with the week o f the annual 
Charles McDougald Memorial 5K 
Walk & Run, and Daemen's annual 
Alcohol Awareness Week.
Students line up for PPD shots.
The chiropractic nerve testing booth was one 
of the popular attractions at the fair.
■■
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\ f ~  FALL 2000
Chftrjes M cD ougald 
memorial
This year marked the fourth annual 
5K walk & run, in memory o f 
Charles McDougald, slain Buffalo 
police officer, and former Daemen 
College student. Each year the 
event continues to grow in size. 
This year there were over 450 
participants in the walk & run.
Psi Xi Omicron assisted with food service.
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The Social Room was packed for the post
race party.
President Anisman introduces Patricia 
Capstraw Wilkin's husband, and the two 
artist^wd^o created "Bussalo".
Bussalo
FALL 2000
"rlgrrf" around campus
Daemen College purchased one of 
the Buffalos in the "Herd About 
Buffalo" project, in honor o f alumna 
Patricia Capstraw Wilkins, who 
envisioned the project. Patricia died 
in August, and was also named the 
2000 Distinguished Alumna, in 
October, this year.
A  dreary, cold and wet day for the unveiling.
A small reception was held in the Executive 
Dining Room, following the unveiling.
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AIRBAND
Geoff Abraskin leads his group in a 
humerous musical farce.
FALL 2000
Moxg/ofa good thing
SPTA has adopted this long 
standing traditional event. The acts 
this year seemed both wilder than 
ever, and as creative as ever. The 
only criticism was that spectators 
simply wanted to see more. As new 
life is brought to this old idea, 
Airband will only grow bigger and 
better as time goes on.
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Dane DiCesare as Tarzan, 
and Sarah Brayman as Jane.
Kim and Jim perform to 
Paradise By The Dashboard Light.
These senior PT majors took 1st place for 
their dance mix routine.
Dating
Violence
The professional actors, who were all recent 
theater school graduates, make a strong 
connection with college age audiences.
I T  FALL 2000
Phjfezsional Theater
The Student Activities Office 
contracted the national touring 
theater company, Equalogy, to come 
to Daemen to perform one o f two 
programs the company has tailor 
made for  college campuses. The 
program was very well attended, 
and plans are being made for  a 
return engagement.
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FALL 2000
Calibrating our differences
One o f the greatest attributes o f the 
college environment is the rich 
diversity o f people that can be found 
on campus. Daemen embraces its 
diversity, and seeks to engage the 
college community in learning 
about and from each other.
Campus
Diversity
Following the success of the theatrical 
program on dating violence, Daemen 
brought to campus the local theater 
company, Dramatic Solutions, to do a similar 
program on campus diversity issues.
Members of People Inc. attend the Etiquette 
Luncheon on campus.
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Alaste
ofDaemen
l T ~  F A LL 2000
Foodservice vendor fair
Actually, its everything but a taste 
ofDaemen cooking! Daemen food- 
service each year brings in a host o f 
vendors who give out free samples o f 
their various products. Its a 
veritable smorgasbord o f entree's, 
and a treat for the entire campus.
Everything from seafood and subs, to soups 
and desserts was available.
Musical entertainment was provided by the
band Soul Shot.
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lt%ejnertainmentl
A special menu, and lively 
entertainment, once in a while, 
helps take the drudgery out o f 
everyday cafeteria meals.
Pool
Tournament
FALL 2000
N kiejoall com petition
I m
Resident Council continued its 
semesterly pool tournament in the 
Wick Center gameroom, opting to 
have a competition in nine ball this 
fall. A small amount o f prize money 
is offered to the winner, but 
bragging rights is really the coveted 
prize here.
Dr. Bill DiPietro ends up as the tournament's 
1st place winner.
Spectators closely watch the competition.
Mr & Ms 
Ùaemen ") 
T j~  FALL 2000
Pageant — Competition
1 1 1 1 3iêi2KStBSKBfâ3!3SS3fâÛ&ttifcî? B S
Yes, pageants may be a little silly, 
but Delta Phi Mu also proves that 
they can be fun as well. The annual 
Mr & Ms Daemen competition 
attracts contestants for the sheer fun  
o f bright lights and a stage, and, 
o f course, the cash prizes. 
(College students will do almost 
anything for some extra $.)
This year's winners were 
Dane DiCesare and Sharon Huchko.
Holiday Cake 
Decorating
F A LL  2000
( Zcxyg/etition
This friendly competition is open to 
all in the campus community. 
Teams are made up o f student clubs, 
residence halls, and administrative 
offices. The finished products are 
then donated and delivered to area 
food pantries.
Beautiful cakes were decorated using only 
rudimentary tools provided by food service.
Though a very close competition, in the end, 
the Conference Office's cake took 1st place.
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\Cyber Cafe ^
\  J ~  F A LL  2000
(sNigd Opening!
After months o f renovation, Wick 
Center's snackbar re-opened as the 
Cyber Cafe, in October.
The Student Activities Office 
arranged for live entertainment, and 
Food Service served free cake and 
coffee to all on opening day. Booth 
seating with internet connections, 
and standing computer stations are 
also planned for the near future, 
along with a mini TV lounge at one 
end o f the room.
The musical duo At the Pool performed for 
the grand opening.
Jane Austen
F A LL  2000
Extytyt
The exhibit featured visual presenta­
tions by Daemen students on the 
cultural background o f Austen's 
seven novels o f the early nineteenth- 
century. Topics included music and 
dancing, letter writing, and even 
the English country house.
Darcy and Beth sample some home-baked 
English delicacies.
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1 T ~  FALL 2000
AHi$fexhibits
Always something new to see. The 
gallery often features the work of 
students, faculty, and other artists 
in the community.

Second Floor
Cristina Aragon, Erin Archer, Laurie Argauer, 
Pisey Chu, Iris Diaz, Nicole Didas,
Jennifer Donato, Natalie Dumas, Meghan Earle, 
Victoria Geisenheimer, Nadia Haddad,
Michelle Hagyard, Jennifer Hampton,
Emily Hanson, Ericka Herrera, Kaleena Howden, 
Jennifer Katz, Jessica LeFever, Katherine Li, 
Kathryn Little, Kavita Mehrotra, Abby Millner, 
Ashima Narayan, Ridhima Narayan, Palak Patel, 
Stacey Patrick, Sarah Pilato, Nicole Piscitelli, 
Julina Seeley, Lisa Senay, Jennifer Smith,
Rebecca Spano, Kishma Stephens, Jennifer Swan, 
Jennifer Wooster, Michelle Wulforst
Third Floor
Monique Blanding, Amanda Blaszczyk,
Karri Borst, Christie Brongo, Erica Butts,
Tikia Clement, Andrea Fisher, Tiffany Fonville, 
Second Floor Melissa Galkowski, Anselma Hernandez, 
Kimberly Hines, Elizabeth Johnson,
Helena Kuncio, Katie Kuroski, Sybell Lilley, 
Karema Mack, Jennifer Mazurowski,
Katie McNamara, Marlene Mejia,
Melissa Mendez, Elga Mighty, Lynsey Miller, 
Anne Pereira, Anica Perez, Laguena Portis, 
Jennifer Roberto, Nicole Roderique,
Lindy Rodriguez, Joaquina Santana,
Michelle Sifain, Heather Stickle,
Daniela Thompson, Dana Tofani, Joanne Walter, 
Brianne Whitbeck, Rachael Wood,
Melissa Zablotny
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Fourth Floor
Sandra Abebreseh, Aisha Als, Erin Bauer,
Candice Bert, Theresa Brown, Diana Brusseau, 
Stephanie Bysiek, Manie Chery, Megan Christy, 
Asia Conley, Erin Conley, Carolyn Edmonds, 
Brandi Harris, Anastasia Haskell, Ay anna Joseph, 
Ashly Lawton, Jennifer Martin, Annetta Miranda, 
Jacqueline Mogel, Tia Pedretti, Marcie Peterson, 
Amanda Petrocci, Valerie Petty,
Alexandra Pinckney, Ryan Quinn, Dionne Reed, 
Kristy Roof, Corrie Seth, Zarina Singh,
Rebecca Slocum, Lindsay Smith, Emily Stump, 
Michelle Tucker, Susan Valvo,
Heather VanDerMallie, Earlena Washington, 
Angela Witkop, Laura Witt
Fifth Floor
Jamie Baillargeon, Tanita Bell, Shelley Bishop, 
Natasha Brockington, Amanda Campbell,
Jessica Clarkson, Rochelle Daire, Shanti DiCiurcio, 
Sharell Dupree, Rosalind Gardner, Beth Gematt, 
Kayta Greene, Julie Hull, Elizabeth Hurley,
Katy Kurily, Andrea Kurtz worth, Jessica Lightner, 
Bonnie Lopez, Qiana Miles, Erin Minch,
Paula Monachino, Grace Neumann,
Neelam Phadnis, Nancy Rumble, Laura Ryan,
Gail Saradin, Joelle Schelhaus, Lindsay Schreib, 
Cynthia Spiess, Jeannine VanAemum,
Lisa Vargovich, Lauren Vicari, Michele Vicari, 
Mary Werth, Sara Wolf, Sarah Zaluski,
Jessica Zmuda
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Dorm 103
Shannon Bird, Yogita Chandra,
Aliyah Hamirani, Almira Hamirani, 
Stephanie Laface, Marsha Leight,
Mary Liougas, Linda Louis,
Amanda Marshall, Darcy Sweeney
Dorm 104
Sarah Cameron, Karen Cushing,
Aysha Harewood, Angela Hillis, 
Elizabeth LeBeau, Phyllis Maraventano, 
Anna Palkin, Andrea Pearson,
Lesley Petteway, Bianca Roberson
Dorm 111
Jennifer Bonilla, Christina Cardarelli, 
Crystal Cunningham, Erin Eastman, 
Amy Erickson, Kristin Fetzer,
Danielle Galvani, Gabrielle Genrich, 
Antje Heym, Amy Jackson,
Emily Jenkins, Renee Manahan,
Melody Manwaring, Amie Peterson, 
Alicia Pielow, Jessica Ryan,
Jennifer Spike, Nicole Strife,
Binie Varghese
Dorm 112
Paul Agueci, Norman Bemis III,
Phillip Cronkhite, Jr.,
Joseph Michael Cruz, Randall Kushner, 
Michael Liougas, Christian McCann, 
Ausberto Perez,Jr., Erik Shultz,
Francis Steams, James Woznicki
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36 East
Dorm 120
Kisha Blythe, Stephanie Borst,
Kristen Botz, Joyce Bouchard, 
Courtney Carmichael, Crystal DeRosa, 
Valerie Johnson, Tanya Nelson, 
Jennifer Peters, Krisna Rodriguez,
Rosa Rodriguez, Megan Stephan, 
Michelle Stoycon, Claire Whitten, 
Katie Woods
Dorm 130
Donna Bonacum, Vanessa Ellsworth, 
Johanna Greiner, Courtney Hand, 
Eileen McKenna, Jessica Mullen, 
Hemlata Patel, Katina Serefine, 
Marie Smith
Dorm 18 East
Sione Akauola Jr., Mohan Babu, 
Christopher Brown, Joshua Gallagher, 
Eric Goldklank, Stephen Hart,
Garyce Hervey, Marcus Hervey, 
Michael Jans, Qinones McFarland, 
Anson Miller, Efe Omoruyi,
Jason Stomieroski, Kareem Thompson, 
Troy Washington, Keith Wisniewski, 
Arin Wood
Dorm 36 East
Shivonne Barker, Rebekah Bottazzo, 
Quianna Brown, Rayana Brown, 
Jacquelyn Butler, Penny Cieply, 
Jillian Delmont, Kristy Fortune, 
Nelis James, Emily Landers, 
Temesgen Lovemore, Corean Mann, 
Joanne Morales, Patricia Olenick, 
Johanna Peters, Yasminda Pryor, 
Jessica Suppon, Janelle Sweetman, 
Shenese Talton
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56 East
Dorm 46 East
Sandy Carvalho, Dorothea Daniels, 
Jackeline Diaz, Jennifer Douglas,
Sarah Fredericks, Shaquita Freeman, 
Tekoah Highland, Marceline Kakudji, 
Katie Kepner, Elizabeth Ordemann, 
Gaelle Sampeur, Heather Scanlon, 
Roxanne Strope, Maryann Tulyk, 
Andrea Weishaupt
Dorm 56
Michael Anders, Julian Billips,
Steven Bragan, Andrew Chatt,
Justin Coriale, Anthony Dicembre, 
Darine Jones, Cody Law,
Cristopher Monroe, Daniel Nelson, 
Baker Nsubuga, Gregory Purdy,
Jason Sabo, Nicholas Schneider, 
Christopher Shults, Eric Slate,
Brian Smith, Luke Stotz
Dorm 56 East
Ellen Aquino, Najiva Brown,
Michelle Campbell, Latisha Clark, 
Samantha Clerge, Kristen Copeland, 
Mary Czerniak, Fanny Dominguez, 
Kerensa Gulliver, Monasha Harris, 
Shatoni Hill, Joan Lauber, Elease Lidge, 
Melodie McCalister,
Christina Melendez, Kristin Raub, 
Jessica Tamraz, Sonaya Williams, 
Stephanie Williams
Dorm 59
Ashanta Abraham, Kimberly Aton, 
Shawnte Baker, Holly Betti,
Jameika Bristol, Sarah Cushman,
Katie Duerk, Adrienne Dykeman,
Kelly Fye, Dawn Higgins,
Katherine Johnson, Iyanna Nelson,
Gail Pevytoe, Kelly Ryan, Randi Smith, 
Shannon Smith, Hollie Speroni, 
Adrienne Welka
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Brandon Cobum, Matthew Corp, 
Christopher DePasquale,
Oluseyi Fagbeyiro, Matthew Hitchcock, 
Victor Hollowell, Shehzadali Ismaily, 
Michael Khisa, Paul McClemens, 
Kenneth Mitchell,II, Jonathan Robbins, 
William Summers, Scott Wilbert,
Jared Williams, Kyle Young
Dorm 66 East
Krista Beaver, Rachel Clark,
Erin Holahan, Christine Houck,
Mary Keesler, Randi Kiel, Nicole Palma, 
Erin Rizun, Maribeth Saccone,
Katie Schrantz, Tristan Seibert,
Jamie Van Horn, Amie Wall,
Krystle Williams
Dorm 71
Amanda Bishop, Jaymie Blakely,
Jacklyn Cecere, Marcy Gambino, 
Amanda Marrer, Amanda Moen,
Camille Palmese, Stacey Pena,
Kristy Prine, Kristin Reyes,
Nicole Schunk, Carrie Shockey,
Angel Swan
Dorm 76
Michael Atkinson, Frank Campanella, 
James Connelly, Zachary DeBadts, 
Gregory Dixon, Brian Ellis,
Rafael Genao, Jr., Nicholas Gentile, 
Alexander Heinrich, Nathan Jones,
Brian Keenan, Kevin Lange,
Michael Lewis, Matthew Molnar,
Brenton Montgomery, Damien Moore, 
Renato Pajemola Jr., Michael Patane, 
Michael Siedlecki, Andrew Wheeler
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y76 East
Dorm 76 East
Heather Bak, Artrice Barksdale,
Janell Clark, Kellie Ekiert,
Camden Gerula, Sara Gugliuzza, 
Shinetta Hairston, Sharon Huchko, 
Amanda Huryn, Kristen Kirsch,
Nicole Lewis, Heather McMillon, 
Colleen O'Gorman, Kathryn O'Leary, 
Ryseana Ryan, Rebecca Warner,
Lydia Wasielewski, Desiree Williams, 
Carly Williamson, Chantel Wood
Dorm 81
Henry Abramowski, Adrian Baugh, 
Derek Bigelow, Randy Cenedella, 
Joshua Doan, James Dyson,
Marques Elmendorf, Kevin Farris, 
Michael Faulkner, Edward Huspen, 
Waleed Khalil, Donald Koch,Jr.,
Kapil Mehrotra, Scott Moyer,
Lawrence Nwosu, Andre Patterson, 
Jermaine Roberson, Benjamin Robinson, 
Stephen Valente, Esteban Vizcarrondo
Dorm 93
Asad Akbar, Joseph Baco, Eric Bonney, 
Sr., Shawn Butler, Ronnil Dantes, 
Timothy Fisher, Demetrius Hill,
Phillip Mahunik, Dhaval Prajapati,
Peter Privitera, Esosa Tongo,
Gregory Yogurtian
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F arrah  A bdulla  
C ynthia Abel 
A n u A b rah am  
Rajitha A b rah am  
G eoffrey A braskin  
A m an d a A canfora  
G loria A chtziger  
Shannon A d am s  
Sh erry Adinolfi 
T am m y A dkins  
M elissa A d udd le  
Jennifer A hrens  
O lakunle Ajibola 
Elizabeth A llan  
Fran ces A llan  
Bebe A lly  
Sarah A m end olia  
J.S teven A n derson  
Jocelyn  A n derson  
L o u -A n n  A n d erson  
T im othy A n derson  
A n gela A n dres  
Lori A nken  
Julie A p p erso n  
A m y  A rnold  
Susan A sh  
D avid A squith  
N icole A stalos  
A n d rea A u bry  
Robin A u gustyniak  
Jacqueline A u stin  
U lrike B achm ann  
M ichelle Bailey  
K risten Baird  
C heryl Baker 
Esth er Baker 
Janie Baker 
Sabrina Balcom  
Pia Baldo  
Sharm ila B alendra  
Jennifer Ball
M arilyn Beahan N ataliya Borichevskiy G w en Bruno
Jacinda Beatty Jennifer B orow icz M elissa B ryan
Ingrid Bedinotti Irene Bortchevsky D onna B ryant
Joann a Beers M onica Bouchane K ate B ryant
Lin d say Behm T am arisk  Boucher W illie B ryant
Jennifer Behrens A n d re B ow m an Jennifer Brzezinski
L au ra Beitz Leah  B ow m an G regory  Bucki
C olleen Bender D avid Boyd Jerem y Buczynski
Stacey Benner M eggan B race Rita B udney
Jessica Benson Jessica B rackenbury Loan A n h  Bui
O rlan do Benson Leslie Brandes E d w ard  Bullard
N aom i B enw are Stacy Brandli C arnell B urch
Linda Benzin A m y  Bratek M elissa B urgasser
Jessica Berg M ichele B rayley R enee Burgess
L au ra  Bergh Denielle Brennan A m an d a Burl
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Tricia C arroll 
Staci C arter-K elly  
Ly d ia C artw righ t 
A lbertina C arubba  
M atthew  C asper  
M orais C assell 
M arie C astilloux  
A n nem arie C atalan o  
L au ren  C avalere  
R achel Cerniglia  
Elizabeth C erto  
M aye C han  
K aren C han dler  
Unjali C han dra  
W illiam  C hap m an  
Stephen C harlebois  
M aureen C harsley  
Jeff C hase  
A n n C hateauneu f  
A lka C h au han  
A m an d a C h au n cey  
N icole C hernega  
Regine C hicoye  
M argaret C hircoski 
M arina C hristop her  
G abriella C iancone  
A n gela C im ato  
K aren C iraolo  
L au ren  Cius  
C hristian a C lack  
C ry stal Clack  
D oris C lark  
Scott C lark  
K ristin C lau de  
D enise C loen  
A n aid a Coffie 
Erin  C ogan  
A m y  C ohen  
M atthew  C ole  
P atricia C ole  
Betty C olton
Ju d y Ballagh Jillian Berizzie M arcia Brett Louisa B urnett C ou rtn ey  C onley
G ina Ballard A m an d a Bernardine M ary Brezow ski Jennifer Burns Pau la C onley
T eresa Balogh H eath er Bernstein R oxan ne Bridges M aaike Burr T am ara C onley
M ichelle Bardo T racy Besch Jennifer Brien M ary Bushey Jessica C onlon
Kelly B arker D w ayne Besh arah W en d y Brisky V iolet Butler Jennifer C on nors
H olly Barnes M ichele Besstak M elanie Brittain C ynthia Bykow ski C hristop her C onte
Jackie Barnes T racy Bezak M ark B roadhead Sarah Bystrak C arm elo C on trino
M elissa Barn hard K im berly Bialous Ju d ith  Brooker M arco C aiazza Jam es C on w ay
N icole Barniak Joseph Bielinski Sara Brooks-Sienkiew icz M ark Cali C harisse C ook
C arly  Barone D iane Billups Elaine Brooks W en d y Callen N i’N e C ook
Susan Barr B rooke Bittner A llison B roussard Julie C am illeri Pam ela C ook
A bigail B arraclou gh Kelly Black G retchen B row n M arlene C am panella Scott C ooklish
B rooke B arratt Pauline Blake K irsten B row n Jennifer C am pbell D iane C op eland
C hristine B arratt Linda Blythe K ristin B row n M ichael Cannici Jessica C orco ran
H eath er B arrett R obert B occaccio Lisa B row n V alerie C antasan o K enneth C orco ran
Jam es Barrios Pau l Bodkin M ildred Brow n C ath erin e C arestio Sh erry C orco ran
P am ela Barw ell-Schenkel H eidi B oerm an Sheila B row n C ry stal C arey Jam es C ord aro
B ru ce Bassity A m an d a B om berry Takeia B row n B ryan  C arlon D eb orrah Corkins
L au ra  Bauer Sasha B om berry W ayn e Brow n C ynthia C arlson John C orley
M ary B aum an Lori Bonito G loria Bru cato E ric  C arlson C h risty  C orrigan
N atalie Bax L au ra  Bonnell Sandra Brucato B ethan y C aroll K im berly C ostn er
L au ren ce Beahan M organ  B onney K atherine B ru ck m an D eborah C arrasquillo M elissa C o u ch m an
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Catherine C overt C ynthia D odson Betsy-Jill G aluski M. M ichelle H alad y A n gelica H o rvath
Colleen C oyle A d ina D oeing D ebra G am bini K am ie H aley D avid H o rvath
Sean C oyle T am ara D oggett Jenel G am m iero Tim eka Hall E rin  H o w arth
Susan C ozzi Susan D oherty H eath er G anser K erri H allene Floyd  H ow ell
Karen Crabbe D aw n D olan K im berly G asiew icz M arquita H am Shannon H u bertus
Jennifer C rav en N ath an  Dolce G eoffrey G atza A ngel H am blin P au la H u d son
Nancy Crites C heryl Doll A m y  G aw ronski N an cy  H am m el Linda H u ebert
Chantel C rock ett C hristina D onnelly G ina G azdak Brian H am m er C atrion a H u m p h rey
Daniel C ronin D avid D o w n ey jr. Daniel G ecew icz C heri H am m er Sheila H u nter
Lori C rosb y C arol A n n D racup Sharon Gens C hristine H anke B ren da H u rd
Arthur C ross Jason D rayton T am m y Gentile M ichael H anley K risten H y
Kathleen C rum lish Biljana Dronjak M ichael G eorge K evin H annibal Julie H y m an
Janine C ru pe Juliette D uM ond M itchel G eorge M elanie H ap em an K ath ryn Ippolito
Elizabeth C udzil C oral D uerk Lisa G iancarlo Leeanna H arding Farid  Irshad
Jennifer C ud zil A m y D uerr M ark G iardina G ary H ard y Lisa Issenberg
Laura C ud zilo M ichael Duffy T racey  G ifford M airead  H arold Erik Iversen
Cinella Cuffy K erry D uggan B arb ara Gilbert A n gel H arris K atie Iw anski
Janet C ulig Cashell D urham A n th o n y Gioia B ridget H arris V ioletta Jaffe
Kathleen C un nin gh am H eather Durnell D eborah G lass D oreen H arris M argaret Jahn
Jeffrey C u rry V alerie Dye C asey  G leason Jennifer H arris C eleste Jakubow ski
Randolph C u rry T hom as Dzielski T im othy Glinski L ynn H art C ath erin e Jankow ski
Daniel C urtis Julie D zikow ski M ary G lorioso R enae H artm an s D onna Jaw orsk i
Linda C usenz R ebecca Earley Danielle G loss D avid H au gh Jacqueline Jeffery
Colleen C uthbert Lori Easton-P enep ent Patricia G ocella K enneth H aw ley P atricia Jeffries
Suzanne C yr M elissa Ecker Brian G odbout T hom as H ayes D onna Jennings
Jessica D aigneault Robert Eckis, Jr. M elissa Gold D anielle H aynos Linda Jeter
Biljana D am janoski Shavonne Ed ro zo T im othy G oldberg John athan H ead A n toin ette Jezew ski
Alison D arbee Danelle Ed w ard s Sarah G olden Blanka H eary Reeja John
Alicia D are Jam es Eim er K ristin G olley K athleen H eberling Juliette Johns
Arti D ave Jeffrey Eim er Em ily G ollw itzer Janelle H ecker C han tal Johnson
Am y D avis H eather Eisenberger Benjam in G onyea M ichelle H eckm an Jam ie Johnson
Am y D avis Tam i Ellerker Sophia G onzalez A d am  H ed ges Y von n e Johnson
Nicole D avis M argo Em ery A n thony G oode N icole H eidle Elann John ston
Jennifer D aw son Susan Engel Elizabeth G oodm an Jennifer H en derson A n th o n y Jones
Paul DeLellis Jam ie Enns D onald G orczynski K athleen H enninger JaN ay  Jones
Jacqueline D eM arco R ebecca Enser C assan d ra G o m ew icz K acie H en ry Jennifer Jord an
Jillian DeSantis Patricia Erich Jillian G orski Tanya H ep p eh am er Jaclyn  Josa
Kari DeSantis Jennifer Failla C lau dia G ott Teri H erberger E d er Joseph
Adam DeSio Jodie Falgiano N icole G rabski R ichard H erdlein  IV Scott K aczm arek
Eric Dean A lison Faller M elissa G raeff Lind sey H erold Pau l Kafieh
Ilona D ean Pam ela Fallon Jennifer G raf K enneth H erou x Tam i K agels
Jonathon D ean L y n d say  Farrar R aym ond G raf P atrick  H errm an n John Kaleta
Annette Debinski Jennifer Fenton Sonny G raff A n gela H ester Bonnie K am m
Joan Deck Sandra Ferger Patricia G raham Jennifer H ew son Jeffrey K aplan
Stacy D efazio K ristin Ferreri Jocelyn G ram za A n n H iggins Joelle K arch
Bonnie D egen N o ra  Fiegl Leah  G ram za Danielle H ilburger M atthew  K arns
Nichole Deily A lba Raquel Figueroa K risten G rant A lice H ill-D yal Linda K asper
Sophie D elap orte-H u d d art D eanna Finn M elissa G reen A aron  Hill K aren  K aus
Aimee D em aso Leah  Floriano Sean G riech C hristine Hill Rebecca K aus
Kristin D enneny B rad ley Foisset A n thony G rieco M ichele Hill Jillian K ausner
Lynn D evlin M aura Folaron Stephanie G rondahl Renee Hill P atricia Keall
Megan D ew ey M arcu s Fong Keri G ronw all Beth H iller Sandra K earns
Manginder D haliw al C hristine Forbes G abrielle G rubka Stephanie H inze C hristop her K eicher
Dane D iCesare C hristine Ford A m ber G ruchala R aym ond H irtzel Jennifer Kelchlin
Rosanna D iCioccio M egan Fo rget K ristina G ruppo K im berly H itchcock Jill K eleher
Michael D iD om enico D araBeth Fortes Sarah G urbacki Robin H oare R osem ary  Kelley
Anthony D iFran cesco C lara  Frank K im berly G urske Sarah  H obart B rad ley Kelly
Joseph D iN ardo P atrick  Fried m an n C hristina G uzinski R ebecca H och Rebecca Kelly
Jena D iPaolo Sandra Fritschi H ayley G uzow ski Jeffrey H o d d er C arrie  Kelsey
Rebecca D iPasqua V ittoria Fruci Susan G uzzetti T hom as H odiak E rin  K elsey
Janie D iPasquale Jennifer Fu glew icz H eather H aas R onald H odkinson M elissa K ennedy
Heidi D iPietro H eath er Fu lm er A m en eh  H abir K athleen H oesel D orothea Kerling
Christopher D iPronio Kelly Funk M ichela H acker Jennifer H offnung A m y  K err
Francesca D iSalvo Barbara Gaal Robin H ackn ey San dra H ofschneider Joslyn  K err
Rose DiVito A m y  G abler Irene H aefner Julie H ohner M egan  K err
Jennifer Dier Joanne G adson Jennifer H ag em an R eginald H okes Jr. D eborah Kicior
Kathleen Dier D avid G affney K atie H agem an C olleen H olian Shelly Killam
Jaime Dippold M arlene G affney M elissa H ag em an K rista H oller Jeanne Killian
Kimberly D luhy Jam es G agnon,III Susan H agen C arly  H o op er Sherri Killian
Debra Dobrick Eric G ahagan V eronica H aigh t Joyce H orn R om ana Kim
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Jeffrey K irchm yer  
Jason Kirk  
T racey Kish  
A n d rea Kittle 
D iane Klajbor 
Sandra Klein  
Susan K leinschm idt 
Denise K leinsm ith  
K arla Klinefelter 
Steven K lonow ski 
K evin K losterm ann  
H olly K och  
Jennifer K och  
K im berly K och  
Jennifer K oenig  
M ichelle K olacz  
M ark K olkiew icz  
Lisa K olm etz  
P atricia K onopczynski 
Erin  K oons  
Lisa K opra  
R obert K ordylew ski 
M elinda K oschuk  
C atherine K raciuk  
Stacey K raft 
M elissa K raw czyk  
D enyse Krebs 
K ara K rebs 
R ichard K recisz  
M ary K ren  
Renee K resse  
A bigail K rieger  
D aniel K ristensen  
A m y  K ron  
Julie K ujaw a  
Lori Kujaw a  
C ath erin e Kulw icki 
Sharon Kupkow ski 
A llen K usani 
Jennifer K ush  
Elisabeth K ushadiati 
Joan  LaC iura-K uciel 
N inh La  
K ara Lachina  
C heryl Lach ow ski 
M ary L am a  
K yle Lam balzer  
Jennifer L am brecht 
Sandra L am p u ri 
M artin Lan ge  
Sara Larkin  
G ianna Latello  
M elissa Lau n  
Lisa Lauricella  
N iki L azarou  
P an agiota L azarou  
M egan Leaird -K och  
M alia Leaton  
A m y  Lee  
C ynthia Leh m an n  
Rochelle Leiker 
Jason Leite  
Jeffrey Lelonek  
Sherianne Leone  
M ichelle Lepp  
D ena Lep re  
D onna Lesniew ski 
A m y  L evand ow ski 
D onna Lew and ow ski 
Sherria Lew is
V incent Lia  
M ichelle Lichtenthal 
Pau la Lim ina  
A rlene Lina  
K athleen Lindell 
Jennifer Linden  
M ary Jo Linenfelser 
V irginia Lipartito  
A n d rew  Lisitsky  
K erry Littlefield  
Patrick Liuzzi 
Susan Logal 
G regory  Long  
Jessica Long  
Em ily Loom is  
Linda L ord  
Vicki L o u gh ran  
D enise Love-D eW ind  
Vickie L ove  
M ichael L u d w ig  
D onna Lukasiew icz  
D orothy L u tgen  
C hristop her Lynch  
Jeffrey M acBay  
Sh erry M acD onald  
Tiffany M acD onald  
M elissa M accagnan o  
Lori M acon agh y  
T odd M agargle  
A m y  M agiera  
C ora  M aglaya  
L ee M ahon-P roph et 
Kyle M ahoney  
Jeffery M ajchrzak  
D ebra M ajor 
Stephanie M allozzi 
D eborah M aloney  
Susan M aloney  
Justin  M aly  
M att M ancini 
Elizabeth M angialardi 
A nnie M anko  
C orey  M ankow ski 
Randi M anner 
Elizabeth M anos  
M ichael M anzella  
L au ra M arcy  
D aniel M aritato  
D avid M arkham  
C ara  M arra  
D aniel M arron e  
D ianne M arshall 
D onna M artin  
Jared  M artin  
K atie M artin  
K evin M artin  
M elissa M artin  
N an cy  M arzolf  
M ichael M asellis 
Bindhu M athew  
B ren da M atthew s  
M ary M attocks  
D ena M atu szek  
Lisan d ra M atu te  
E rin  M auger  
M elissa M aurer  
M aureen M aus  
A n d rea M axick  
A n n M ay
K athleen M ayfield II.
C oleen  M azu r  
M atthew  M azu rczak  
R yan M cC affery  
Brenda M cC arley  
Lau rie  M cC lory  
Patrick  M cC onvey  
M arianne M cG inty  
Jennifer M cG rath  
A lisha M cH en ry  
Stacey M cK enica  
A m ber M cK enzie  
Jennifer M cLau ghlin  
Robin M cLau ghlin  
R obert M cLelland  
M aria M cM orrow  
K risten M cN iff 
C hristop her M cPhillips 
P eter M cPhillips 
C lau d e M ebiam e-M inko  
D iana M edina  
Erica M eierdiercks  
Joseph M em m in ger  
Pau la M end on ca  
C laudio M essa  
M ary L o u  M essina  
Eileen M eyer 
D avid M ichaelson  
M ary M ichalek  
M elanie M ierzw a  
M onica M ihalics 
B ryan Mika 
K erry M iller-M ackay  
B rett M iller 
C hristine M iller 
K athleen M ills 
Leisa M ills 
Kelley M ilne  
A llison M innock  
N eeteka M ohan  
Julie M olino  
K aren M on aco  
A m y  M onafo  
R aym ond M on tanaro  
A m ber M on tgom ery  
C hristian M oore  
T am m y M oore  
Betina M orales  
Sally M organ  
Sharon M organ te  
Danielle M organ ti 
K aren M oronski 
Shanika M orris  
Sh aw an M orris  
D arlene M orro w  
B etty M oultrup  
A m y  M ow czk o  
G inny M oyer  
M ark M oyer  
M atthew  M oylan  
Brenda M rkall 
E rica  M uck  
Jillian M uhr 
C hristop her M ullane  
A m y  M unro  
M ichael M urdola  
Jennifer M urph y  
John M urph y  
Sheila M urph y  
H eather M u rray  
A n d rea M usial
M ary  M usielak  
T im oth y M usielak  
Jennifer M yers  
A n d rea  N ab ozny  
H eath er N ace  
Jodi N afziger  
Jason  N ag y  
Tina N apoli 
K ristin N arch u s  
Robin N ebbia  
Sabrina N elson  
N ikohl N ew bigging  
Joan  N iedbalski 
M ary N ienhaus  
R enee N oel 
D eborah N olan  
C olleen N orm ile  
C arole  N unes  
C hristop her N u tty  
Bunny O 'Brien  
Julie O 'Brien  
Justine O 'Brien  
H eather O 'C onnor 
Lind a O 'D onnell 
M ary O 'D onnell 
R obert O benrader  
Sharon O cchino  
Jill O giba  
D ebby O h ayon  
T im othy O ldenburg  
C hristine Oldfield  
Erica Olijnyk 
A n cy  O lipattu  
C asey-M arie O lsen  
Jam ie O lson  
A lm a O m erhodzic  
Sarah O rchard  
Sara O rendorf  
Rebecca O rr 
L ynn M arie Orsi 
A n ne O sborn  
K ristie O strand er  
D ena O w ens  
H eather Page  
Lisa Pajek  
A m an d a Palm er  
G ina Pannullo  
Sandra Paolini 
Yelena Parchu k  
Tina Parise  
Steven Parisi 
Kelly Parker  
M ary Parker  
M ary P arr  
Jaim e Parucki 
L au ra Pasker 
Lisa Passarelli 
K im berly Pastw ick  
Beena Patel 
Priti Patel 
R ushina Patel 
Sunita Patel 
K ath ryn Paulsen  
Erica Paw lew ski 
B arb ara Payne  
Em ily Payne  
N icolas Pearl 
Jason Peck  
R achael P ecoraro  
Josep h  Pelizza
K aren  Pellicore  
V alerie Pem psell 
W en d y Perison  
Patrick P erretta  
M ary L o u  P erry  
Jason P eryea  
Erik Peterson  
M ichael Petsch  
Jessica Pettit 
Jennifer Phillipchuk  
Sarah  Piatko  
L au ra  P iazza  
C an d ace Pierce  
June Piniew ski 
A deline Pinzone  
Kelly Plante  
Kim  Platis 
Jennifer Plaza  
Johan na Pleshkew ych  
C ath y  Plew inski 
N icole Poch op in  
K athleen P ogorzala  
A m y  Pohlm an  
Jonathan Pokorny  
M ary Polich  
N o rm a Politow ski 
A m an d a P ored a  
Lisa P orter  
A viva Potocnik  
A llison Pow ell 
D anielle Pow ell 
G regory  Pow ers  
N an cy  P ray  
C arla  Prefontaine  
K risty Prem ec  
M ichelle Probst 
D eborah Prucn al 
M elanie Prystajko  
T hom as P rzystal 
Jord an  Pulaski 
R honda Puleo  
M elissa Puleri 
M egon Pu n an cy  
Eileen Purcell 
Sarah  Pyzynski 
M y-Lin h Q uan  
Erin  Q uattrini 
M aria Q uinn  
A lb ert Raab  
Shannon R adder  
V on da Raines 
P atrick  Rakiski 
M onica R alabate  
Sherri R am pley  
D ana R asm u ssen  
Jeffrey R assm an  
R ebecca Ratajezak  
R osem ary Ratajczyk  
H arold  R aven III 
M arcee Ray  
M elissa Rechlin  
V ivien R edeye  
John R edm ond  
B ryan Reed  
Jaim ee Reed  
Jennifer Reed  
N atalie Reed  
N icole R eedy  
K ath ryn  Rehak  
R osem ary Reid
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J
f  Stephen R einhart 
A vreeta Relan  
Cristin R enda  
| Denise Rendell 
V Rajool R esham w ala  
James Retallack  
Kelly Rettig  
Regina R exford  
Danielle Rhodes  
Rosem ary Ribar 
1 M egan Rich  
| Brandon R ichards  
Shelly R ichards  
Genevieve R ichardson  
j M argaret Richter 
Alyssa Rick 
Lori Rickert 
Laura Ridge  
Danielle R id gew ay  
H eather Riester 
Douglas Riff 
j Richard Riggi 
Kristen Riley 
! Thom as R ingw ald  
j Cynthia Rissm iller 
i Christine Ritchie  
| Janet Ritter 
M elody Ritz  
Jennifer Rizzo  
Alonzo Roane  
Katherine Robbins 
Benjamin Robinson  
i C arey Robinson
* Ernest Robinson  
A ndrea Roche  
Elizabeth Rodolph
[ Laura Rola 
{ Abraham  Rom  
Denise Roof 
Melissa Rook  
Cheryl R oosevelt 
Gail Rosnak  
M ary Ellen Ross 
I Jennifer R ossrucker
* Mark Rotella  
Jackie R ottner 
Jill Rough  
Mark Rouse
( Jennifer R oush  
A nn-M arie R outly  
Pam ela Row les  
Judy Rozbicki 
Christine Rudroff 
Pam ela R ueda  
Am ber R ushm ore  
j Christine Russell 
Cynthia Russell 
Diane Ruszala  
Cynthia R utkow ski 
j Kevin R yan  
! David R yder 
Takaomi Saito  
Tara Salam one  
Michele Salisbury  
Sheila Sam pson  
Jessica Sanders  
1 Sarah Sanderson  
Shantel Santiago  
Louise Saracina  
Lauren Sauer
D aniel Schaus  
Jacqueline Schenk  
M aureen Schichtel 
E rin  Schindler 
Jeanine Schnell 
Sarah  Schnepf 
L ori Scholl 
A m y  Schranz  
Scott Schranz  
Joshua Sch roed er  
D aniel Schulte  
Brian Schultz  
R yan Schum acher  
Pau l Schuster 
Sarah  Schw anekam p  
P eg g y  Schw artz  
San dra Schw arz  
M ary A n n Scim e  
Brandi Scioli 
A n d rea Scott 
Sam i Scott 
Stephanie Scrivano  
T im othy Seely 
Jennifer Sehl 
Beth Seilberger 
Shannon Senger 
Janice Senior 
K rista Sercu  
L ynn Sew ard  
D avid Sexton  
Jennifer Shafer 
D ina Shah  
Jaim in  Shah  
Sylvia Shanlin  
M elissa Shaw  
Erin  Shelton  
Jennifer Sherm an  
Sherry Sherm an  
N icole Sherm et 
B everly A n n Shipe 
K ristel Shipston  
B renda Shockley  
Beth Short 
Kari Shriver 
G .G avin Siefert 
Joshua Siem ens 
L ynn Sikorski 
D .K evin Silverm an  
D enise Sim m ons  
Tania Sim m ons  
Joseph Sim on  
Lisa Sim pson  
C arol Siverson  
R ichard  Skurski 
K im berly Slagor 
M ark Sm all 
Susan Sm art 
R onald S m ellerjr . 
Jennifer Sm igiera  
Jenny Sm it 
A aron  Sm ith  
C ou rtn ey  Sm ith  
D arcy Sm ith  
Eu gen e Sm ith  
H eath er Sm ith  
H eather Sm ith  
Jennifer Sm ith  
Jennifer Sm ith  
K evin Sm ith  
M ichael Sm ith
M ichelle Sm ith  
M ichelle Sm ith  
M ichelle Sm ith  
Sereta Sm ith  
T ara Sm ith  
Brian Solecki 
Sherri Solom on  
Jeffrey Som m er  
Leslie Sonders  
Jill Sonnenberg  
Philip Sorensen  
D eborah Southern  
Sim one Spann  
T am m y Sparks 
M ichelle Sperandeo  
Jennifer Speyer 
C arrie  A n n Spinelli 
R ebecca Spitz 
M aria Sri H artati 
T hom as Stadtm iller 
Stephanie Stahl 
M aryann e Stalker 
A m an d a Staniszew ski 
E rin  Stanley  
Joan  Staples  
Jam es Stapleton  
Sarah Starr 
Rebecca Stear 
W arren  Stearns  
D enise Stelm ack  
Jennifer Stephan  
M aria Sterlace  
C arrie  Stevenson  
A m y  Stew art 
M ichael Stockinger J r  
A n th o n y Stockinger 
M elanie Streck  
Elizabeth Strell 
C hristop her Studebaker  
M aureen Styka  
Tanisha Sullivan  
H eather Sum m ers  
Joann e Sundell 
M ark Sutter 
Sean Suttle  
Kelly Sw eeney  
A n n Sw eet 
Robert Sw itzer II. 
C hrista Sw itzer  
C hristop her Sym enow  
Julia Szafranski 
M egan Szafranski 
D eborah Szetela  
M ichelle Szykow ny  
Jason Taber 
C arol Tam aklo  
E v a Tanis 
M egan Tansey  
Scott Tanski 
G eoffrey Taylor  
Linda Taylor  
Jam es T em p est 
K risten Tem ple  
K athleen T exido  
Thanh Thach  
M olly Theal 
M ary Thoin  
D aw n Thom as  
Shannon Thom as  
Tam ela Thom as
Tiffany Thom as  
C arisa  Thom pson  
Tiana T hom pson  
H eather Tierney  
Jessica Tiffany  
Japheth  Tillm an  
M ichael T orpey  
Joseph Tram bulo  
L o retta  Trask  
Jam ie Treantis  
Jessica Treantis  
J. Jeanette Tripp  
M ichael Trippi 
Susan Troy  
Brienne Tuck  
T hom as T upper  
A aro n  Turner  
A n n M arie Turner  
D eena Tutw iler 
Rene' Tylec 
A n gela Tyson  
M ichael U n gerland  
Sara U n terb orn  
K atherine U phoff  
C hristine U rbanik  
D eborah U tech  
N icole U tzig  
D anielle V alenti 
R yan V an D usen  
Pieter V an H orn  
B arb ara V anSlyke  
A n d rea  V enetian  
D onna V enneri 
Shannon Vickers  
A n na V outianitis  
Sarah W agn er  
M ichele W ahl 
A n d rea W alek  
Janice W aligora  
Pressley  W alk er J r .  
Linda W alker  
K ristin W all 
Bridget W ard  
E y rica  W ard  
M aria W ard  
M eredith W ard  
M ichelle W ard  
Jessica W arm u s  
T racy  W art  
Eric W arzel 
C raig  W assinger  
Shunm ia W aters  
K atherine W atkins  
L ara  W attengel 
Jennifer W eav er  
M in dy W eav er  
San dra W eaver  
M eredith W ebb  
A n na W eber  
C harles W eber  
M arjorie W ebster  
K atherine W egrzyn  
Eric W eisz  
A donis W elch  
M elissa W entland  
Beth W ert 
Lind sey W ert 
A m y  W esoloski 
Z an etta  W heeler  
Rebecca W helan
Lisa W hite  
Pauline W hite  
Shannon W hite  
G w en W hitehead  
Sarah  W hitlock  
Beth W hitm arsh  
Stacy W ickh am  
K im berly W ielinski 
K ristin W iese  
Terri W iew iorski 
K arra W iglusz  
A n gela W ik  
A d rian e W illiam s  
D anise W illiam s  
D avid W illiam s  
D evon W illiam s  
H arold  W illiam s  
M atthew  W illiam s  
Sara W illiam s  
Stacey W illiam s  
Thom asine W illiam s  
K risten W ilson  
M eghan W ilson  
M ary W in nert-M arzin ek  
G loria W ise
M ary C laire W isnow ski 
D onna W lo d arczy k  
A d am  W ojciechow ski 
D aniel W ojciechow ski 
L au ra  W olfe  
T heresa W on g  
A m ber W ood  
K ara W oods  
L au ra  W oo d son  
Jill W oo d y  
Jennie W orth y  
K atherine W righ t 
M akia W righ t 
D ana W uenstel 
D eanna W uk ovits  
K ristin W ukovits  
Elizabeth W u n d er ley  
Lorie W u rstn er  
Juli W ylegala  
G ary  W ysocki 
M arissa Y apjoco  
V anessa Y ates  
V ladim ir Y efrem ov  
Jason Y elder  
K aren Y encer  
Fran ces Z abaw a  
A d am  Z akrzew ski 
H olly Z aw atski 
H allie Zeleznik  
Patrick  Zell 
N icole Z iegler  
A m an d a Z im m erm an  
Lori Zito
C hristop her Zulaw ski 
Beth Zygaj
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